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Critical fluctuations at the untilted-tilted phase transition in chiral smectic liquid crystals
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The layer compression modulusB was measured near the Sm-A–Sm-C* and Sm-A–Sm-CA* transitions of
chiral smectic liquid crystals.B shows a marked pretransitional softening due to the order parameter fluctua-
tions above the phase transition. The width of the critical region of the Sm-A–Sm-C* and Sm-A–Sm-CA*
transitions is smaller than that of the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transition. The critical exponents ofB are in agreement
with the theoretical description based on renormalization-group method. These results reveal that these tran-
sitions are not of the Landau mean-field type.

PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v, 62.20.Dc, 64.70.Md
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de Gennes has proposed a simple model where
smectic-A ~Sm-A) –smectic-C ~Sm-C) and Sm-A–chiral
smectic-C (Sm-C* ) phase transitions should be in the thre
dimensional~3D! XY universality class (d53, n52) @1#.
Contrary to the de Gennes proposal, a large amount of
perimental results on the Sm-A–Sm-C* ~or C) transition
show mean-field behavior and can be described by exten
mean-field model including up to sixth-order terms in the
order parameters@2–6#. However, small deviations from
mean-field behavior have been generally observed in
close vicinity of the phase transition. There is room for
gument on this point@7#. Actually, there are several ex
amples in which the heat capacity shows Landau beha
@6,8#, while the ultrasonic velocity shows non-Landau beha
ior @9,10#. Benguigui and Martinoty@11# tried to solve this
issue using the Ginzburg criterion. They claimed that
critical region of the Sm-A–Sm-C transition is dependent o
the physical properties studied, and they concluded that
ultrasonic velocity measurements, i.e., elastic constants
more sensitive to fluctuation effects than the other meas
ments. Therefore, measurements of the layer compres
modulus are appropriate for studying the pretransitional
fect as a direct probe of the elastic constants. These mea
ments supply the key for clarifying whether or not the pha
transition is of the Landau mean-field type. As mention
above, a large number of investigations on the Sm-A–Sm-
C* transition have been perfomed, and have often sugge
the mean-field behavior. However, little attention has be
paid to study the direct transition from Sm-A to antiferro-
electric chiral smectic-CA* ~Sm-CA* ) @12,13#, which is char-
acterized by an alternation of the direction of the avera
molecular orientation in the neighboring layers@14#.

In this Rapid Communication, we present the resu
of layer compression modulus measurements near
Sm-A–Sm-C* and Sm-A–Sm-CA* transitions. The experi-
ments were performed on ferroelectric liquid crysta
p-decyloxybenzylidene -p8-amino-2-methylbutyl cinnamate
~DOBAMBC!, S-4-O-~2-methyl! butyl-resorcylidene-48-
octylaniline ~MBRA8! @15#, and an antiferroelectric liquid
crystal 4-~1-trifluoromethyl heptyloxycarbonyl! phenyl
48-octyloxybiphenyl-4-carboxylate ~TFMHPOBC! @16#.
DOBAMBC and MBRA8 are typical ferroelectric liquid
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~6!/7599~4!/$15.00
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crystal materials for which the results of specific-heat m
surements are available@4,5#. The specific-heat measure
ments of both samples as well as x-ray and tilt angle m
surements of DOBAMBC show Landau-type behavior.

For measuring the layer compression modulusB, we pre-
pared homeotropically aligned cells consisting of two gla
plates treated with a surfactant, as previously reported@17#.
The sample thickness ranged from 50 to 100mm. Using
piezoelectric ceramics, the longituidinal mechanical trans
function Z(v) was measured over a frequency range from
to 500 Hz.B was almost independent of frequency in th
range, as was also observed in other materials@17,18#. Z(v)
is defined as the ratio of the complex stress experienced
receiving glass plate to the complex longitudinal strain o
driving glass plate. Based on continuum theory,Z(v) can be
expressed asZ(v)5B1 iv(h12h21h412h5) @19#, where
h1 , h2 , h4, andh5 are the Martin-Parodi-Pershan viscosi
coefficients@20#.

Initially, we studied the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition. Figures
1 and 2 show the temperature dependence ofB in
DOBAMBC and MBRA8, respectively.B shows critical
softening near the phase transition from Sm-A to Sm-C* .
This substantial pretransitional effect appears from ab
6–8 K above the phase transition. These observations ca
explained by considering the model proposed by Ander
and Swift ~AS!. They introduced terms to the free energ
that couple the order parameter fluctuations with den
variation and layer spacing gradient@21#. From this, AS pre-
dicted that the critical behaviors of velocity and attenuat
could be extremely anisotropic. Collinet al. @9# measured
the angular dependence of the ultrasonic velocity and atte
ation in the MHz range near the Sm-A–Sm-C transition and
found that the anomaly in sound velocity and attenuat
coefficient near the Sm-A–Sm-C transition is strongly aniso-
tropic. From this, they inferred a sharp decrease ofB toward
the phase transition. They also concluded from the fluct
tion theory of AS that the Sm-A–Sm-C transition is not of
the mean-field type@9#. Our results directly show this shar
critical softening ofB and are accounted for by the A
theory, which implies that the critical softening ofB is
caused by the order parameter fluctuations. In this way,
have observed significant pretransitional fluctuations ab
the phase transition, which suggests that the Sm-A–Sm-C*
R7599 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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transition is not of the Landau type. We shall discuss
critical exponents near the phase transition later.

Next we studied the Sm-A–Sm-CA* transition. The tilt
angle measurements of the Sm-A–Sm-CA* transition can be
interpreted by a mean-field behavior@12#, as is usually ob-
served for the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition @5#. On the other
hand, our result suggests the opposite case. Figure 3 s
the temperature dependence ofB in TFMHPOBC. Critical
softening ofB is evident near the Sm-A–Sm-CA* transition,
as observed at the Sm-A–Sm-C* in DOBAMBC and
MBRA8. This substantial pretransitional effect reflects t
order parameter fluctuations. These results suggest tha
Sm-A–Sm-CA* transition is not of the Landau type.

In order to evaluate the width of the critical region ass
ciated with the phase transition into the tilted phase, the t
perature dependences of normalized layer compres
modulusB8 at the Sm-A–Sm-C* in DOBAMBC ~circles!, at
the Sm-A–Sm-CA* in TFMHPOBC~squares!, and at the Sm-
A–Sm-Ca* in 4-~1-methylheptyloxycarbonyl! phenyl 4L-
octylbiphenyl-4-carboxylate~MHPBC! @22#~solid line! are
presented in Fig. 4. The Sm-Ca* phase is a tilted smecti

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence ofB in DOBAMBC. The inset
shows the log-log plot ofB in the Sm-A phase of DOMAMBC
againstDT5T-TC* .

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence ofB in MBRA8. The inset
shows the log-log plot ofB in the Sm-A phase of MBRA8 agains
DT5T-TC* .
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phase just below the Sm-A phase and the tilt angle is sma
@14#. The normalizedB8 is determined by dividingB by
BMax , i.e.,B85B/BMax , whereBMax is the maximum value
of B in the Sm-A phase. The width of the critical region o
B8 is observed to increase in the order of TFMHPOB
DOBAMBC, and MHPBC.

Recently, Skarabotet al. presented the results of high
resolution birefringence measurements on chiral tilted sm
tic liquid crystals@13#. They observed critical pretransitiona
suppression of birefringence due to order parameter fluc
tion near the phase transition. The magnitude of the fluct
tion is small in the vicinity of the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition.
In contrast, near the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transition, the fluctuation
is significant. These results are consistent with our obse
tions that Sm-A–Sm-C* , Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transitions are not
of the mean-field behavior and the width of the critical r
gion of the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transition is larger than that of th
Sm-A–Sm-C* transition.

The recent observation by Ema and Yao of the heat
pacity anomaly of MHPBC at the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transition
shows a clear deviation from Landau behavior@23#. Their
specific-heat results also support our elastic constant re
They observed excess heat capacity from about 2 K above
the phase transition. In contrast, we observed substantial

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence ofB in TFMHPOBC.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the normalized layer c
pression modulus B8 at the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition in
DOBAMBC ~circles!, at the Sm-A–Sm-CA* transition in TFMH-
POBC ~squares!, and at the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transition in MHPBC
~solid line!.
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transitional effects from about 10 K above the phase tra
tion. Using the Ginzburg criterion, Benguigui and Martino
demonstrated that the width of the critical region of the S
A–Sm-C transition is dependent on the physical quant
considered, i.e., the deviation from the Landau model, wh
occurs in the close vicinity of the Sm-A–Sm-C transition
when specific heat is concerned, may be observable far f
the phase transition temperature in elastic measurem
The comparison of the results of the specific heat and
layer compression modulus measurements of MHP
clearly shows that the critical region of the Sm-A–Sm-Ca*
transition is dependent on the observable properties stud
These results provide clear evidence in support of the cl
that the elastic constants are very sensitive to the pretra
tional fluctuations in tilted smectics@11#.

From the consideration of these results one may say t
in the case of the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transition, the width of the
critical region is so large and fluctuations are so signific
that layer compression modulus and high-resolution biref
gence measurements show stronger deviation from Lan
behavior than those observed for the Sm-A–Sm-C* , and
Sm-A–Sm-CA* transitions. A deviation from Landau beha
ior can also be observed in specific-heat measurement
the case of the Sm-A–Sm-C* and Sm-A–Sm-CA* transitions,
the width of the critical region is relatively small and flu
tuations are not significant, so that layer compression mo
lus and high-resolution birefringence measurements indi
a deviation from Landau behavior in the smaller temperat
range than that in the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transition, and specific-
heat measurements cannot detect the critical flctuations
show the Landau mean-field behavior. It seems reasonab
conclude that all the Sm-A–Sm-C* , Sm-A–Sm-CA* , and
Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transitions are not of the Landau mean-fie
type.

Finally, we have to discuss the critical exponents ofB
near the phase transitions. The insets of Figs. 1 and 2 s
the log-log plot ofB in the Sm-A phase of DOBAMBC and
MBRA8, respectively, againstDT5T-TC* , whereTC* is the
transition temperature. The observed pretransitional sof
ing of B can be represented by a simple power lawB
5B0(T2TC* )n. Table I shows the critical exponentn, which
was determined by least-squares fitting within the tempe
ture range oft5(T-TC* )/TC* from the transition point. Othe
adjustable parameters are also listed in Table I. To comp
these results with other materials, we also present the re

TABLE I. Critical exponentn and other adjustable paramete
obtained by least-squares fitting in reduced temperature ranget
aboveTC* .

System t B0 (108 dyn/cm2) TC* n

DOBAMBC 0.003 1.91 91.91 0.208
0.01 1.89 91.96 0.156

MBRA8 0.003 1.62 51.14 0.166
0.01 1.62 51.15 0.158

MBOBB* ~Ref. @17#! .0.01 0.15
6OBPy8~Ref. @17#! .0.01 0.16
MHPBC ~Ref. @18#! 0.003 1.49 75.70 0.124

0.01 1.43 75.48 0.189
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of MBOBB* near the Sm-A–Sm-C* , 6OBPy8 near the Sm
A–Sm-C @17#, and MHPBC near the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* phase
transitions @18#. These critical exponentsn are extremely
small; they are smaller than those of the Sm-A–nematic
phase transition~0.3-0.6! @24#. According to the theoretica
calculation based on renormalization-group approach
Kats and Levedev, this exponentn should be 1/8 forK1

5K2, and 1/14 forK1@K2 or K1!K2 in the vicinity of
TAC , whereK1 andK2 are the Frank elastic constants@25#.
It is useful to comment on the results of the Sm-A–Sm-Ca*
transition for discussing the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition. The
specific-heat results near the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transition show
a crossover from 3DXY critical to tricritical behavior@23#. It
is seen in Table I that the critical exponentn of B depends on
the fitting range, which may be accounted for by the cro
over behavior@18#. In the close vicinity of the the Sm
A–Sm-Ca* transition, n in MHPBC seems to be in good
agreement with the theoretical prediction by Kats and L
edev@25#. In contrast to this behavior in the Sm-A–Sm-Ca*
transition,n is independent of the fitting range in the Sm
A–Sm-C* transition of MBRA8, as shown in Table I. Thi
behavior is also seen in the inset of Fig. 2, where the in
nation of the line has no change in this temperature ran
These features have been observed in MBOBB* a
6OBPy8, i.e., the critical exponentsn of B are 0.15–0.16 for
0.01 K,DT,3 K @17#. As we have seen,n in many smec-
tic liquid crystals near the Sm-A–Sm-C* is about 0.15–0.16
and slightly larger than that of MHPBC near the Sm-A–Sm-
Ca* . The difference betweenn of B near the Sm-A–Sm-C*
and that near the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* could be explained by much
larger fluctuation effects near the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transition.

In the close vicinity of the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition,n of
B in DOBAMBC is somewhat larger than those of th
MBRA8, MBOBB*, and 6OBPy8. Also,n in DOBAMBC
depends on the fitting range, as shown in Table I. This
havior is clearly seen in the inset of Fig. 1, where an infle
tion point appears around 1 K above the transition tempera
ture. We cannot say whether this behavior is a character
feature of DOBAMBC or not. It may be worth mentionin
that the coefficients of Landau free energy obtained by h
capacity studies between MBRA8 and DOBAMBC sho
much difference@4#.

In this way, we obtain the experimental results that a
nearly in accordance with the model by Kats and Lebed
@25#. However, we must draw attention to the problems m
tioned below.n of B near the Sm-A–Sm-C* as well as near
the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transitions rather favors the case forK1

5K2, even thoughK1ÞK2 actually. In addition, Kats and
Lebedev claimed that this model is valid for a reduced te
perature ranget of less than 0.001. However, the change h
never been observed in the vicinity of this reduced tempe
ture range. We cannot define the applicabile tempera
range of this model exactly by our limited results, though
believe that it is possible to apply this model to our resu
Moreover, the critical exponent ofB is expected to be equa
to the negative of the specific-heat capacity critical expon
@25#. Contrary to our results, however, the results of t
specific-heat on the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition can be de-
scribed by the extended Landau theory and are incompa
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with the prediction by Kats and Lebedev. The modifi
model to clarify these questions is needed.

In summary, we report the critical pretransitional behav
of B in the Sm-A phase of several chiral smectic liquid cry
tals, which indicates significant order parameter fluctuatio
Critical regions associated with the untilted-tilted phase tr
sition are dependent on the type of the phase transition,
critical pretransitional effect in the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transition
is more significant than that of the Sm-A–Sm-CA* , and Sm-
A–Sm-C* . The pretransitional softening ofB can be repre-
sented by a simple power law. The critical exponentn of B
near the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition are slightly larger than tha
M.
y
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ien
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I.

k-
r
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e.,

of the Sm-A–Sm-Ca* transition, and are nearly in accordan
with the theoretical prediction investigated by th
renormalization-group method. These results exhibit that
phase transition from the untilted Sm-A to a tilted smectic
phase seems not to belong to a single universality cl
Also, critical region is dependent on the physical quant
and elastic constants are more sensitive to fluctuations
the other one.

We are grateful to Dr. H. Yokoyama for his support to u
the experimental system, to Professor K. Ema for help
discussions, and to Dr. D. R. Link for critical reading of th
manuscript.
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